Creating K-12 Student-Driven Learning Pathways

Join Future Learning Pathways (FLP) to find your customized entry point into a personalized, student-centered approach to pathway development for all students.
Team Determined Pathways
The right balance between meeting you where you are and opening your practice to new possibilities.

Portrait of a Graduate
Want to co-design your district vision with your community? We have support for you. Two days of training this fall with EdLeader21, a nationally recognized organization leading this work to kick off teams where they are. This work allows for greater alignment of efforts with a north star.

Exploration of Student Interest Profiles and Research Based Surveys on Engagement, Goal Setting, and WBL Opportunities.
Want to explore a menu of options using team identified criteria, hear from the research experts and have the ability to pilot options at no cost? FLP provides the guidance and access to tools that makes this exploration possible.

Trauma Sensitive Instruction
Want to learn from experts, visit schools implementing trauma sensitive strategies, and get connected with others? FLP can help guide your team to the best opportunities to help your team understand the challenges to building pathways for learning.

Competency Based Instruction and Assessment
Need to build stronger, curriculum aligned learning pathways for students? FLP provides the support to design pathways that allow for learning progressions across your k-12 system and that bridge student learning to career and college experiences.

For more information contact Carolyn Eastman:
ceastman@nhlearninginitiative.org or 603-231-8534